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Abstract

flashable Electronic Control Units (ECUs)1 , software updates take place also after delivery of the
Embedded software is becoming the most innova- vehicle. Reasons are warranty-based updates in
tive and valuable part of current and future auto- recalls, allowing to correct defective software, but
motive vehicles. Software updates after delivery also value-adding updates, such as software-based
of the vehicle to patch or enhance existing soft- features sold in the after-market [16]. In addiware, or delivery of digital content for in-car info- tion to executable program code, delivery of digtainment has become a common issue also within ital content to vehicles has become important; for
the automotive area. In order to prevent misuse example, routing and location based information
that could lead to real manufacturer’s loss or dam- for navigation systems as well as multimedia conage or even affect the operational safety of a vehi- tent for in-car entertainment.
cle, embedded software and digital content need
Intellectual property and in particular manufacto be protected. However, most deployed software turer’s know-how implied in software and digidistribution mechanisms rely on trusted networks tal content needs to be protected in order to predespite their inherent weaknesses in flexibility and vent misuse such as unauthorized feature activareliability and their enormous organizational com- tion, unauthorized updates or modifications, ilplexity, which in spite of everything, provide only legal copies, and know-how theft. Such attacks
low resistance against attacks of skilled adver- could lead to real loss or damage such as unsaries.
dermined business models, false warranty claims,
In this paper we present the design of a security and damage the manufacturer’s public image.
architecture for software protection that is capa- Since software already controls very critical comble of binding arbitrary digital content to a certain ponents such as airbags, anti-lock brakes, or the
vehicular hard- and software configuration. The engine control, a wireless attacker or an (intenunderlying protocol in particular ensures that the tional or unintentional) unauthorized software upcontent can never be accessed unauthorized even date may even affect the operational safety of a
though it is being distributed using a fully un- vehicle. While considering malicious attacker scetrusted infrastructure. We show how to implement narios so far has been mostly only a subject of matthis architecture efficiently by means of virtualiza- ter for a few single components such as immobition technology, an (open source) security kernel, lizer or tachograph [20], information security totrusted computing functionality, and a legacy op- day becomes a crucial design and implementation
erating system (currently Linux).
issue within automotive electronic development.
So far, most deployed software distribution
mechanisms
rely on trusted networks despite the
Keywords: automotive, software protection,
inherent
weaknesses
in flexibility and reliabiltrusted computing, authenticated booting, digital
ity
and
their
enormous
organizational complexrights management.
ity. Therefore, actual vehicle ECUs provide only
low resistance to attacks of skilled adversaries.
With only minimal and easily obtainable equip1 Motivation
ment, an adversary can easily read out and inEmbedded software is becoming the most innovative and valuable part of current and future automotive vehicles. Due to the ubiquitous use of

1 A flashable ECU is a microcontroller capable of reprogramming its memory for application programs and data based on
so-called flash memory technology [10].
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raya security kernel, virtualization technology and
Trusted Computing.

stall any software at will. Considering this, the
awareness of the need for efficient software protection mechanisms grows [1, 10], and implementations start to appear in the form of digitally
signed software updates [8]. As already known
from the PC area, solely software based mechanisms cannot provide reliable protection. An adversary can for instance read cryptographic secrets
from unprotected memory components, thus being able to break most software based protection
measures. However, software protection based on
tamper-resistant components, and cryptographic
techniques are still uncommon in automotive applications. Since the design of fully secure ECUs
is considered to be too costly or even infeasible in
practice [5], it is highly desirable to design security architectures in which only few components
are secure and fully trusted, while others can be
implemented with common off-the-shelf components.

1.1

1.2

Related Work

Various authors have identified the need for information security and software protection in vehicles [6, 9, 24, 27]. Ehlers presents an approach
for vehicle system integrity by binding software
IDs based on digital signatures or hashes to fixed
hardware IDs of the ECUs, but does not address
malicious actions at all [11]. Seshadri et al. [28]
introduce a software-based attestation mechanism
for verifying embedded software at run-time, but
cannot prevent subsequent manipulations and exclude all types of hardware attacks. Adelsbach et
al. introduce a requirement model and a secure installation protocol for software installation in embedded systems [1], whereas Fibikova describes
several (access control) software countermeasures
to face current automotive threats [13]. However,
both do not address hardware requirements. First
virtualization approaches [12, 17] for automotive
operating systems based on microkernels3 mainly
have safety in mind and for instance do not address how to protect cryptographic secrets.
Nevertheless, the need for hardware-based security measures in embedded systems design has
already been identified [18, 25, 32]. Moreover,
there exist a few hardware-based approaches to
include strong security also in embedded systems [4, 7, 22]. However, all are proprietary solutions and none of them addresses the particular
requirements and constraints within the automotive context such as the high cost pressure on automotive ECUs, their low computing power, limited
storage, and sporadic network connectivity.

Our Contribution & Outline

In this paper we present the design and implementation of a security architecture for software protection that is capable of binding arbitrary digital
content to a certain vehicular hard- and software
configuration. The underlying protocol in particular ensures that the content can never be accessed
unauthorized even though it is being distributed
using a fully untrusted infrastructure.
Therefore we employ Trusted Computing (TC)
technology, more precisely a Trusted Platform
Module (TPM)2 , and our Turaya security kernel.
Moreover, we improve security and safety of the
vehicle, by employing virtualization technology
(VT), i.e., running all security software components on a small security kernel in parallel to - but
strongly isolated from - legacy operating system(s)
that allow the reuse of existing applications.
Our paper is organized as follows. After analyzing previous work in the area of automotive
software protection in Section 1.2, we summarize functionalities, application scenarios and provide security properties of our approach in Section 2. Section 3 introduces our Turaya security
kernel that implements elementary security properties followed by Section 4 that shortly illustrates
the idea of Trusted Computing. In Section 5 we
give a detailed description of our protocol design
and provide some annotations to our first prototype implementation in Section 6 based on our Tu-
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The Goal

The proposed protocol allows a content provider
to “bind” arbitrary software and digital content to
a “certain” vehicle hard- and software configuration. In other words, a content provider can reliably ensure that his bound and encrypted content can be decrypted and accessed only by a
previously authorized vehicle configuration while
being distributed using a fully untrusted infrastructure. In particular, bound content can be decrypted and accessed only by a previously autho3 A microkernel is a minimalized operating system kernel
that provides only essential services such as logical address
spaces and inter-process communication (IPC). Processes on
top of the microkernel run in their own address space and are
therefore strongly isolated from each other.

2 A Trusted Platform Module is a cheap (“one dollar”)
smartcard-like security chip that strengthens a computing platform against typical attacks.
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rized hard- and software configuration of a vehicle.
The given functionality can be used to limit the
usage of a software update or digital content to
a certain vehicle brand, a certain vehicle type or
even to a single car, thus preventing for instance
unauthorized feature activation, unauthorized updates or unauthorized modifications and preventing unauthorized copies. Moreover, since decryption of bound content is possible only on previously defined hard- and software configurations,
a content provider can enforce the usage of trustworthy platform configurations that implement
know-how theft prevention and/or Digital Rights
Management (DRM) capabilities so that decrypted
content cannot leak into untrusted software.
Our software protection prototype is realized on
top of the Turaya security kernel suited for embedded devices based for instance on ARM or MIPS
architectures. We assume the security kernel to
be running at least on the central gateway or the
so-called head unit. As the current development
moves from many small, separate ECUs to a few
larger ECUs that combine the functionality of several ECUs, we suggest to also run the security kernel on these larger ECUs.
The security kernel basically uses two important mechanisms, namely virtualization technology (VT) and Trusted Computing (TC). Virtualization technology – well known in server environments – employs a small OS kernel (hypervisor)
which allows to run multiple, full-fledged operating systems on one host computer at the same
time. Thus, VT enables the efficient reuse of existing applications, while running even different OS
versions strongly isolated on a single computing
platform in parallel. Moreover, VT prevents that
the state of one OS or isolated application could
affect the state of another, thus security vulnerabilities and bugs of, e.g., a legacy operating system,
cannot affect security-critical components.
The Turaya security kernel actually uses a
lightweight virtualization technique called paravirtualization that is able to outperform even native software configurations [14, 23]. TC technology on the other hand, enables hardwarebased software protection relying on a standardized, tamper-resistant security chip tightly bound
to the corresponding computing platform. Thus,
TC as a solid root of trust enables several security mechanisms such as protected key storage,
protected cryptographic operations, remote attestation or authenticated boot (cf. Section 4). However, the Turaya security kernel is needed to run
at the client platform only. There it has to prevent circumvention of existing security policies by

(malicious) software. In particular, our proposed
software protection protocol requires no changes
of the existing server environment at the (trusted)
content provider side.
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Turaya Security Kernel

As depicted in Figure 1, the Turaya security kernel is a small software layer that provides an abstract interface to the hardware resources, guarantees strong isolation of applications and implements elementary security properties built on a
hardware layer that is enhanced by Trusted Computing technology. Existing operating systems and
applications on top of the Turaya security kernel are running in parallel to - but strongly isolated from - security-critical applications. When
focussing DRM systems, the isolation feature of
the security kernel can be used to prevent unauthorized access to (decrypted) content. For safety
purposes, the isolation feature prevents that the
state of one legacy OS or isolated application can
affect the state of another. The security kernel is
capable of integrating virtualization software such
as microkernels [21, 19], and is prepared to take
use of emerging hardware virtualization technologies [2, 15]. Additionally, it integrates securitycritical services such as a secure user interface, persistent storage, and authenticated booting.

Legacy Operating System

Security-Critical Application

Turaya Security Kernel
Standard Hardware

TPM

Figure 1: Turaya architecture overview.
The security kernel can be logically divided into
a hypervisor layer and a trusted software layer (cf. Figure 2).
The main task of the hypervisor layer is to provide an abstract interface of the underlying hardware resources like interrupts, memory and hardware devices4 . Moreover, this layer allows to share
these resources and realizes access control enforcement on the object types known to this layer. Currently we are using a microkernel as the base of the
hypervisor layer.
The trusted software layer builds on the hypervisor layer and realizes security-critical services
4 Device drivers that are able to directly access the main
memory (DMA-enabled drivers) must be outsourced from the
legacy operating system for security reasons.
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needed to build secure computing platforms. It
consists of a set of isolated security components
that - due to its modular concept - can be accomplished exactly according to the designated task.
In the following we briefly describe some elementary components of the trusted software layer.

Trusted
GUI

of our software protection protocol, namely the authenticated boot process and some cryptographic
building blocks.

4.1

During an authenticated boot process, each part of
code which is executed is “measured” before execution, e.g., by calculating a cryptographic hash
of the code. Trusted Computing hardware is responsible for the secure storage and provision of
the measurement results. Upon completion of an
authenticated boot process, these measurement results reflect the configuration of the currently running hardware and software environment. Trusted
Computing technology however remains passive
and does explicitly not prevent a certain computing environment from being compromised during runtime. However, integrated cryptographic
mechanisms enable the platform to verifiably report their actual state to local and to external parties.

Storage
Manager

Compartment
Manager
Trusted Software Layer

IDE
Driver

Network
Driver

Task
Manager

Interrupt
Manager

Memory
Manager

Microkernel
Hypervisor Layer

Figure 2: Turaya security kernel.
The Trusted GUI controls the graphic adapter
and the corresponding input devices to establish a
trusted path between the user and an application.
The Trusted GUI labels application windows with
unique application names. Moreover, the Trusted
GUI enforces a strong isolation between applications on the GUI level. Unauthorized applications
cannot, for instance, access the graphical output
of other applications or fake their interface to look
like the usual authentication dialog.
The Compartment Manager loads compartments5
and measures the integrity of compartments.
These integrity measurements can then be reported to existing local compartments as well as
to remote compartments. In cooperation with
Trusted Computing hardware, this functionality
constitutes the basis for elaborate Digital Rights
Management applications. The advantage of this
approach in contrast to other integrity measurement architectures (e.g., [26]) lies in enhanced enduser privacy protection and improved manageability, e.g., of software updates.
Finally, the Storage Manager enables other applications to persistently store their local states. It
preserves the integrity, confidentiality, and freshness of the managed data such that only the application or the user having produced the data may
later re-access it.
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Authenticated Boot

4.2

Secured Cryptography

Trusted Computing hardware implements a set of
cryptographic operations to ensure that malicious
software cannot compromise cryptographic keys.
Usually, key generation and decryption operations
are done “on-chip”. Private and secret keys never
leave the chip without being encrypted. To perform a decryption operation with a specific key,
several types of authorization are possible. A distinctive feature of Trusted Computing hardware
is the ability to not only use passwords as authorization but also integrity measurements. That is,
only a platform running previously defined software or hardware components is authorized to use
a certain key. Moreover, the property that a certain
key is “bound” to a platform configuration can be
certified by Trusted Computing hardware. This
certification includes the integrity measurements
which authorize a platform to employ the key. A
remote party can verify the certificate and validate the embedded integrity measurement against
“known good” configurations before encrypting
data with the certified key6 .

4.3

Trusted Computing

Trusted Platform Module

The base of Trusted Computing technology is the
This section introduces those Trusted Computing Trusted Platform Module (TPM) that is considered
functionalities which are significant for the design to be a tamper-resistant hardware device similar to
5 An application or operating system that is logically or even

6 Mostly,

the data to be encrypted is a secret symmetric key
used for the encryption of larger amounts of data.

physically isolated from other software components.
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5.1

a smart-card and is assumed to be securely bound
to the computing platform. The TPM is primarily
used as a root of trust for integrity measurement
and reporting (cf. 4.1) and to secure all critical
cryptographic operations (cf. 4.2). Current TPMs
base on the specification version 1.2 [30] published
by the Trusted Computing Group (TCG), successor of the Trusted Computing Platform Alliance
(TCPA), an initiative led by AMD, HP, IBM, Infineon, Intel, Lenovo, Microsoft, and Sun. TPMs are
available, e.g., from Atmel, Broadcom, Infineon,
Sinosun, STMicroelectronics, and Winbond. As
depicted in Figure 3, a TPM basically consists of an
asymmetric cryptographic engine (RSA), a cryptographic hash function (SHA-1), a true random
number generator, a few bytes of volatile memory,
some kilobytes non-volatile memory and sensors
for tampering detection.

Security Objectives & Assumptions

This section defines the overall security objectives
and considers the required assumptions.
Security Objectives: Unauthorized vehicle
hardware and/or software configurations must
not be able to access content (content confidentiality). Moreover, content cannot be modified during
transfer process without being at least detected
(content integrity).
Assumptions: The underlying hardware (e.g.,
CPU, devices, TPM) is non-malicious and behaves
as specified. The content server, i.e., the server that
holds the original content and provides the binding of the content to the vehicle certificate, is fully
trusted. The vehicle has an TPM chip version 1.1b
or higher integrated.

I/O
(33 MHz LPC bus)

5.2
Execution
Engine

The two parties involved in our protocol are the
user and the content provider.
The content provider distributes digital content
(ECU software, navigation data, media files, etc.)
that will be employed by the user. For simplicity, we summarize original equipment manufacturers, authorized maintenance service providers,
and infotainment data vendors in the single party
that provide digital content. The user refers to the
person that currently uses the vehicle. As owner
and user often coincide and a distinction between
the two does not affect our proposed solution, we
summarize them with a single party.
As illustrated in Figure 4, the protocol basically
consists of four steps. Firstly, the TPM in the car’s
head unit generates an asymmetric key pair and a
certificate stating that the private key is bound to
the specific TPM and the car’s head unit7 configuration. Secondly, the certificate and the public key
are transferred to the content provider who validates the certificate. This validation implies verifying the signature and checking the configuration
against “known good” reference values. Thirdly,
on successful validation, the content provider uses
the public key to establish a “trusted” channel to
the car. This means that content previously encrypted using this public key can be decrypted
only if the vehicle provides the “trusted” configuration as stated in the successfully validated certificate. A trusted configuration in this context
means that the Turaya security kernel is installed

(8-Bit/16-Bit µC)

Asymmetric
Crypto Engine
(RSA ≥ 2048 Bit)

Asymmetric
Key Generation

Hash Engine

TRNG

(SHA-1, HMAC)

( ≥ 256 Bit per call)

Monotonic
Counters

Tampering
Sensors

(≥ 4 x 32 Bit)

(U, f, shield, reset)

Non-volatile
Memory

Volatile
Memory

ROM
(~64kB, firmware,
certificates)

EEPROM
(~16kB, updates,
user data (DIR),
SRK, keys, counters)

PCR
(≥16 x 160 Bit)

RAM
(~8kB, secure
execution)

Figure 3: TPM chip version 1.2.
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Protocol Overview

Design

This section describes the software protection protocol in detail. This protocol relies on the Trusted
Computing functionalities described in the previous section.

7 The head unit integrates all computing subsystems in a car.
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and running on the head unit, and that all com- secure GUI, prevents unauthorized accesses from
ponents (both hardware and software) processing the legacy OS to plain content or the TPM.
the decrypted content are trusted by the content
provider. The decrypted and bound content is fiLegacy Linux
Trusted Viewer Server
nally sent to the vehicle for decryption and usage
if (and only if) it provides the stated trusted conCertificate
Trusted Viewer
figuration. Note that steps (1) and (2) can be done
Generation Client
Client
already at the end of the manufacturing process by
IPC Communication
the OEM, thus reducing initial complexity. A new
key pair and a corresponding certificate is thereTrust Manager
after only necessary, if one of the crucial and thereTuraya Security Kernel
fore measured hard- or software components has
been modified due to a software update or hardTPM
Standard Hardware
ware change.

on inquiry only

Figure 5: Client architecture.
Vehicle

Content
Provider

Certificate
Generation

Certificate
Validation

5.5

Protocol Details

The following section gives further details on the
protocol steps introduced in Section 5.2.

Vehicle Configuration

Content
Binding

Content
Unbinding

Certificate Generation: The legacy OS provides
a client application (Certificate Generation Client) to
invoke the Trust Manager to create an asymmetFigure 4: Certificate-based content binding.
ric key pair and a corresponding certificate stating that the private key is bound to the actual vehicle configuration. The actual vehicle configuration has been made available for the Trust Man5.3 Server Architecture
ager by the authenticated booting capability of
As mentioned in Section 2, the content provider the head unit (cf. Section 4.1) that measures all
side requires no changes of their existing server crucial computing subsystems in a car. The inenvironment (and does not need Trusted Comput- volved protocol steps are depicted in Figure 6. Fiing technology either) when employing our pro- nally, the certificate is transferred to the content
posed software protection protocol. Thus they can provider. Since the certificate size is only around
employ their common computing architecture to 1 kB, even small-bandwidth connections such as
accomplish certificate validation and content bind- GSM can be employed. Note again that a new key
pair and thus a new certificate is only necessary
ing.
if a security-critical hard- or software component
has been changed or modified.
Bound & Encrypted Content

5.4

Client Architecture
Certificate Validation: On the arrival of the certificate, the content provider has to validate the
stated values with the given TPM signature. The
content provider therefore has the TPM’s signature verification key available or has to establish
an additional protocol to receive the TPM’s signature verification key.8 As depicted in Table 5.5,
the certificate contains the public RSA binding key
P KBIN D and its cryptographic hash HP K , the
value CVehicle that represents the measured configuration of the Trusted Viewer compartment and

The software components involved in certificate
creation and content unbinding on the client side
are depicted in Figure 5. The two components that
need to be outsourced from the untrusted legacy
OS are the Trusted Viewer which decrypts and renders the content and the Trust Manager which provides an abstraction of Trusted Computing technology. The Trust Manager offers an interface for
key and certificate generation and for decryption
(unbinding) with a provided key. Note that only
the Trusted Viewer may use this interface and thus
access TPM functionality. The isolation feature of
the Turaya security kernel, e.g., as provided by a

8 This

can be done also anonymously using an anonymous
TPM attestation identity key (AIK).
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Content
Provider

Certificate
Creation Client

request-certificate[]

Trust
Manager

request-certificate[]

Compartment
Manager

TPM

comp-idTrustedViewer
comp-confTrustedViewer
create-binding-key[key-flags, target-PCR]
PKBIND, encryptSRK[SKBIND]
certify-key[PKBIND, encryptSRK[SKBIND],
comp-confTrustedViewer ]

PKBIND, certBIND

PKBIND, encryptSRK[
SKBIND], certBIND

certBIND

User Vehicle

Figure 6: Vehicle certificate generation protocol.
the unbinding function is a protected TPM hardware function, the unbinding will succeed only if
the actual configuration matches the one at certificate generation. On success, the Trusted Viewer
uses the secret symmetric key for decryption and
rendering of the actual content. Note that since the
symmetric decryption key resides only within the
isolated Trusted Viewer, it cannot be compromised
by a malicious legacy OS application or legacy OS
leakage.

the underlying hardware and software environment as well as the TPM signature S over HP K
and CVehicle . On successful integrity verification,
the content provider checks the given vehicle configuration against “known good” and thus trusted
reference values.
Public binding key P KBIN D
Hash value HP K = SHA-1( P KBIN D )
Vehicle configuration CVehicle =
( comp-confTrustedViewer , target-P CR )
Signature S = signT P M ( HP K , CVehicle )

Table 1: Structure of the vehicle TPM certificate.
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Content Binding: On successful certificate validation, the content provider uses the given public key to encrypt and bind contents to the corresponding vehicle configuration. Virtually, the content provider encrypts and binds a secret symmetric key symm − key used for the encryption of the
actual content. The bound content now can be
transferred to the user using a capable data link,
i.e., a GSM connection or offline transfer such as
by USB sticks or DVDs.

Implementation

Our prototype runs on Intel/AMD IA32 processors, but the underlying L4 microkernel [31] is
known to run on embedded processors such as
ARM [3] as well. The prototype is securely
booted with a modified GRUB bootloader [29]. After startup it shows two compartments (cf. Figure 8). The first one contains a standard Linux
distribution running on a virtualized Linux kernel. The other compartment contains the Trusted
Content Unbinding: The vehicle’s head unit is Viewer which currently supports AES-encrypted
able to decrypt and access the content if it provides PDF files. The AES key is bound to the software
the trusted configuration as stated during certifi- configuration and has to be unbound by the Trust
cate generation. As depicted in Figure 7, the legacy Manager before use. The Trust Manager builds
OS provides a client application (Trusted Viewer on an open-source Trusted Software Stack (TSS).
Client) to invoke the Trusted Viewer application All components solely communicate through IPC
that runs in parallel to, but isolated from the legacy calls. The GUI for initiating the certificate creation
OS. The Trusted Viewer, in turn invokes the Trust and the rendering of encrypted content is part of
Manager to unbind the secret symmetric key. Since the untrusted compartment.
7

Trusted Viewer
Client

Trusted Viewer
Server

encryptPKBIND[symm-key]

Trust
Manager

unbind[encryptPKBIND[symm-key]]

Compartment
Manager

TPM

comp-idTrustedViewer
comp-confTrustedViewer

verify[certBIND,
comp-confTrustedViewer ]
unbind[encryptPKBIND[symm-key],
encryptSRK[SKBIND]]
compare[currentPCR, target-PCR]
Unbinding succeeded!

symm-key

symm-key

encryptsymm-key[content]
rendersymm-key[content]

Figure 7: Unbind protocol.
novative automotive business models while requiring only minimal technical and financial resources.
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